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Syllabus  
A.P.   Language   and   Composition   

Mr.   Parm  
 
COURSE   DESCRIPTION  
     The   purpose   of   this   course   is   to   engage   students   in   becoming   skilled  
readers   of   prose   written   in   a   variety   of   periods,   disciplines,   and   rhetorical  
contexts,   and   in   becoming   skilled   writers   who   compose   for   a   variety   of  
purposes.    Both   their   writing   and   their   reading   should   make   students   aware  
of   the   interactions   among   a   writer’s   purposes,   audience   expectations,   and  
subjects   as   well   as   the   way   generic   conventions   and   the   resources   of   language  
contribute   to   effectiveness   in   writing   (College   Board   Course   Overview).   
 
GRADING  
      The   point   system   is   used   in   this   class.    These   points   are   accumulated   and  
changed   into   a   percentage.    From   this   percentage   a   letter   grade   is   given  
based   upon   the   Orange   County   scale:  

 
A   =   90-100%  
B   =   80-89%  
C   =   70-79%  
D   =   60-69%  
F   =    0-59%  

 
      This   course   is   designed   for   students   to   succeed.    You   are   learning   a  
process   over   the   course   of   the   year,   and   it   is   the   end   result   that   is   more  
important   than   the   pace   at   which   you   arrive.    You   will   be   taught   in   a  
step-by-step   process   that   will   make   mastery   of   the   subject   very   achievable   if  
you   constantly   strive   to   improve.    Students   who   attend   regularly,   complete  
all   their   reading,   and   make   the   adjustments   to   their   work   as   recommended  
by   the   instructor   will   do   very   well   in   this   class.  
      A.P.   Language   and   Composition   relies   heavily   on   the   understanding   of  
essays   for   successful   completion,   and   thus   the   reading   and   analysis   of   past  
AP   exam   essays   is   the   primary   focus   of   the   class.    Primary   units   include:  
Argumentation   Essays,   Style   Analysis,   Rhetorical   Analysis,   Document-Based  
Questions,   and   Essay   Comparisons.  
 
LITERATURE  
      The   literature   assigned   is   an   important   component   of   the   class.    These  

 

https://youtu.be/kp9NtvwA3_E


 

works   are   used   to   build   critical   reading,   thinking   and   analysis   skills   as   well   as  
serve   as   a   foundation   for   the   next   AP   class   in   the   sequence—AP   Literature  
and   Composition.  
      The   great   majority   of   your   homework   in   this   class   is   completing   the  
outside   reading   to   participate   in   Socratic   Questioning   on   the   literary   works.  
Understand   that   the   grades   associated   with   the   outside   readings   are   a  
significant   part   of   your   grade   in   the   course.   
      It   is   recommended   that   students   have   their   own   copies   of   the   assigned  
literature.    However,   the   school   textbook   room   has   copies   of   the   works   if   this  
is   not   possible.  
 
 
SOCRATIC   QUESTIONING-   When   we   are   all   face   to   face   or   I   figure   out   a  
good   electronic   means   for   accomplishing   this.  
      Critical   thinking   is   developed   through   Socratic   questioning.    Students   are  
expected   to   respond   to   questions   to   the   best   of   their   abilities.    Completing  
the   required   readings   on   time   is   essential   to   have   the   background   to   answer  
most   of   the   questions   asked.  
 
MATERIALS  
      Laptop,   pens   (blue   or   black   ink),   paper,   and   a   binder   in   which   you   can  
keep   your   daily   work,   assignments,   and   notes   organized.   We   will   discuss   this  
as   the   year   progresses.  
 
HOMEWORK  
      Homework   requirements   vary   according   to   the   unit   being   taught.    You  
may   have   written   assignments   that   you   may   need   to   complete   at   home.    All  
literature   will   be   completed   outside   of   class.    Due   dates   for   literature   are  
given   well   in   advance   to   encourage   time   management.    
 
STANDARDS  
● Typed   essays   and   work   until   we   all   return   to   school   and/or   until   the  

College   Board   announces   plans   for   testing.   Use   blue   or   black   ink   only   for  
in-class   essays   when   the   time   is   announced   to   do   so.  

● Neatness   counts.  
● Anything   you   do   in   the   class   should   represent   your   best   work.  
● Head   your   papers   properly   with   name,   class,   period,   and   date.  
● If   the   assignment   requires   more   than   one   sheet   of   paper,   staple   in   the  

upper   le�   corner.  
 
WORK   FOR   OTHER   CLASSES  
      Everything   we   do   in   class   has   an   educational   purpose.    Students   should  
not   be   doing   homework   for   another   class   during   the   instructional   time   in  
this   class.    Students   should   also   not   ask   to   be   excused   from   this   class   to   go  
complete   work   in   another   class.    We   will   never   ask   you   to   miss   another   class  
to   do   work   in   this   one,   and   expect   the   same   respect   in   return.  
 

 



 

 
ASSESSMENT   CRITERIA  
      Assessment   is   based   upon   the   ability   to   support   assertions   in   writing with  
specific,   appropriate   support.    As   new   composition   skills   are   learned,  
expectations   gradually   increase,   until   the   final   assignments   are   assessed  
based   upon   the   actual   reader’s   rubrics   from   the   released   AP   exams.  
      Keep   in   mind   that,   as   this   class   is   a   learning   process,   expectations   will  
increase   with   each   unit   of   study   until   students   are   fully   prepared   to   take   the  
AP   exam   in   May   2021.   
 
GOALS   AND   EXPECTATIONS  

● Come   to   class   prepared   to   actively   engage   in   learning  
● Show   self-motivation   in   the   learning   process  
● Cooperate   in   group   projects   and   assignments  
● Serve   as   a   positive   role   model  
● Organize   time   and   tasks   effectively  

 
CLASSROOM   MANNERS  
      When   the   teacher   is   in   the   front   of   the   classroom,   students   need   to  
understand   that   instruction   is   taking   place.    Anything   that   interrupts   that  
instruction   is   unacceptable.    Please   use   common   sense.  
● Do   not   get   up   to   throw   away   trash   during   instruction.  
● Do   not   get   up   to   sharpen   your   pencil   during   instruction.  
● Do   not   start   a   side   conversation   with   your   classmates   while   the   teacher  

is   answering   another   student’s   questions.  
● Do   not   ask   random,   unrelated   questions   during   instruction.  
● Do   not   get   up   and   move   around   the   room   or   leave   the   room   during  

instruction.  
 
FOOD   AND   DRINK   IN   CLASS  
      No   food   is   allowed   to   be   consumed   in   class   at   any   time.    Students   may  
have   bottled   water,   however.  
 
TARDIES  
      As   per   school   policy,   tardiness   is   not   tolerated   at   Olympia   High   School  
and   tardies   will   be   dealt   with   according   to   the   published   discipline  
guidelines.  
 
 
ATTENDANCE   AND   MAKE-UP   WORK  
      You   will   be   responsible   for   obtaining   and   completing   all   assignments   and  
information   which   you   miss   due   to   an   absence.    Attendance   every   day   is  
vital   for   your   growth   and   progress   as   a   learner.    Limit   all   absences   to  
necessary   and   legitimate   reasons.    When   you   are   absent   it   is   your  
responsibility   to   get   your   assignments.    
      If   you   know   you   will   be   absent,   we   need   to   discuss   the   assignments   you  
will   miss   and   make   arrangements.    If   you   are   going   to   be   out   for   an   extended  

 



 

time,   you   will   want   to   call   guidance   and   request   homework.    It   is   your  
responsibility   to   pick   up   the   assignments.    In-class   assignments   will   be   made  
up   when   you   return.  
      Students   will   be   given   class   time   at   the   earliest   reasonable   opportunity   to  
make   up   any   missed   in-class   assignments.    All   missing   work   is   required   to   be  
made   up   at   the   earliest   available   opportunity   offered   by   the   instructor.  
Work   that   has   not   been   completed   within   a   reasonable   time   frame   a�er   a  
student’s   return   will   be   given   a   zero.  
 
PASSES  
      Passes   are   very   rarely   given.   The   first   10   minutes   of   class   and   the   last   10  
minutes   of   class   are   the   "freeze"   period.    During   these   times,   no   passes   will  
be   issued   under   any   non-emergency   circumstances.  
 

LaunchEd@Home   Specific   Policies:  

Daily   Attendance    -   Daily   attendance   will   be   taken   via   the   web   conference   at   the  
beginning   of   class.   Students   are   expected   to   sign   in   on   time   as   if   they   are  
attending   class   in   person.   

Due   Dates   -    Due   dates   are   set   for   a   physical   schedule,   meaning   things   are   “due”  
at   the   end   of   class   on   the   day   it   is   due.   

Web   Conferencing    -   It   is   expected   that   students   have   their   video   activated  
during   web   conferencing   and   that   they   are   dressed   appropriately   for   school   as   if  
they   were   attending   face-to-face.   Recording   by   students   is   not   permitted.  
Students   need   to   attend   class   digitally,   as   lectures   will   not   be   recorded.   

Daily   Procedure-    At   the   beginning   of   our   scheduled   class,   sign   in   to   our   Canvas  
Course,   and   access   the   conference   for   the   day.   Make   sure   your   video   is   enabled  
and   your   display   name   is   at   least   your   first   initial   and   last   name   for   the   first   two  
weeks   of   class.   If   you   have   another   name   that   you   go   by,   let   me   know   so   I   can  
adjust   my   personal   roster.   If   you   have   a   question,   use   the   “raise   your   hand”  
option   in   the   conference,   or   type   it   into   the   chat   and   I   will   address   it   when   I   can.  

During   class   discussion   or   lecture,   be   prepared   to   be   called   on   as   if   you   were  
sitting   in   class.   Make   sure   your   video   is   enabled,   and   I   will   unmute   microphones  
when   asking   you   a   question.   If   you   have   a   question,   use   the   “raise   your   hand”  
option   or   type   it   into   the   chat.   In   the   event   of   a   microphone   issue,   you   can   use  
the   chat   function   to   answer   questions   and   I   will   provide   you   with   some   time   to  
do   so.  

During   independent   work,   you   may   stop   sharing   video   but   must   keep   the  
conference   active   unless   told   otherwise   as   I   may   draw   the   class   back   to   the   main  
group   discussion   or   to   share.   If   I   do   so,   I   will   give   students   a   few   minutes  

 



 

warning   that   it   is   going   to   happen   so   students   at   home   can   reactivate   their   video.  

Content    -   All   chat   conversations,   video   conversations,   shared   screens,  
presentations,   etc,   should   be   focused   and   school   appropriate.   Students   at   home  
are   held   to   the   same   standards   of   civility   and   engagement   as   students   on  
campus.   Remember   that   everything   you   do   on   a   school   computer   or   using   your  
school   accounts   (like   google,   even   in   google   hangouts)   is   subject   to   observation  
and   monitoring   by   the   school   and   district.   These   are   not   private   accounts   or  
private   equipment   and   should   be   used   solely   for   educational   purposes.  

In   the   Case   of   a   Shutdown   -   these   policies   and   procedures   will   count   for   ALL  
students.    (Adapted   from   the   work   of   Amanda   Russo.)  

CONTACTING   THE   INSTRUCTOR  
Parm   –   donald.parm@ocps.net  
 
Should   you   wish   to   schedule   a   parent   conference   an   appointment   can   be  
arranged   through   the   guidance   department.  
 
ACKNOWLEDGING   THE   SYLLABUS  
 
By   marking   the   assignment   as   DONE   you   are   acknowledging:   

● You   have   read   and   discussed   the   syllabus   for   the   AP   English   Language  
and   Composition   class   with   your   parent   or   guardian   and   understand  
its   contents.   

● As   a   college   preparatory   course,   readings   and   class   discussions   will  
cover   a   variety   of   thoughts,   beliefs,   and   philosophies   which   may   be  
illustrated   through   mature   content   and   subject   matter.   “In   an   ongoing  
effort   to   recognize   the   widening   cultural   horizons   of   literary   works  
written   in   English,   the   AP   English   Development   Committee   will  
consider   and   include   diverse   authors   in   the   representative   reading  
lists.    Issues   that   might,   from   a   specific   cultural   viewpoint,   be  
considered   controversial,   including   references   to   ethnicities,  
nationalities,   religions,   races,   dialects,   gender,   or   class,   are   o�en  
represented   artistically   in   works   of   literature.    The   Development  
Committee   is   committed   to   careful   review   of   such   potentially  
controversial   material.    Still,   recognizing   the   universal   value   of   literary  
art   that   probes   difficult   and   harsh   life   experiences   and   so   deepens  
understanding,   the   committee   emphasizes   that   fair   representation   of  
issues   and   peoples   may   occasionally   include   controversial   material.”  
(College   Board   Course   Overview).    You   understand   that   if   for   any  
reason   you   and/or   your   parent   find   the   literary   work   objectionable  
due   to   its   content    you   may   contact   the   teacher   and   an   alternative  
work   will   be   assigned.   

● You   understand   that   this   course   is   required   for   graduation   and,   as  
such,   needs   to   be   given   priority   in   your   daily   routine.  

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Syllabus  
A.P.   Literature   and   Composition   

Mr.   Parm  
 
COURSE   DESCRIPTION  
     The   purpose   of   this   course   is   to   engage   students   in   the   careful   reading   and  
critical   analysis   of   imaginative   literature.    Through   the   close   reading   of  
selected   texts,   students   deepen   their   understanding   of   the   ways   writers   use  
language   to   provide   both   meaning   and   enjoyment   for   their   readers.    As   they  
read,   students   consider   a   work’s   structure,   style,   and   themes   as   well   as   such  
smaller-scale   elements   as   the   use   of   figurative   language,   imagery,  
symbolism,   and   tone.    (College   Board   Course   Overview).   
 
 
GRADING  
      The   point   system   is   used   in   this   class.    These   points   are   accumulated   and  
changed   into   a   percentage.    From   this   percentage   a   letter   grade   is   given  
based   upon   the   Orange   County   scale:  

 
A   =   90-100%  
B   =   80-89%  
C   =   70-79%  
D   =   60-69%  
F   =    0-59%  

 
      This   course   is   designed   for   students   to   succeed.    You   are   learning   a  
process   over   the   course   of   the   year,   and   it   is   the   end   result   that   is   more  
important   than   the   pace   at   which   you   arrive.    You   will   be   taught   in   a  
step-by-step   process   that   will   make   mastery   of   the   subject   very   achievable   if  
you   constantly   strive   to   improve.    Students   who   attend   regularly,   complete  
all   their   reading,   and   make   the   adjustments   to   their   work   as   recommended  
by   the   instructor   will   do   very   well   in   this   class.  
      A.P.   Literature   and   Composition   relies   heavily   on   the   understanding   of  
essays   for   successful   completion,   and   thus   the   reading   and   analysis   of   past  
AP   exam   essays   is   the   primary   focus   of   the   class.    Primary   units   include:  
Prose   analysis,   Poetry   analysis,   and   the   Open-ended   Literary   Essay.  
 
LITERATURE  
      The   great   majority   of   your   homework   in   this   class   is   completing   the  

 



 

outside   reading   to   participate   in   Socratic   Questioning   on   the   literary   works.  
Understand   that   the   grades   associated   with   the   outside   readings   are   a  
significant   part   of   your   grade   in   the   course.    Exams   rely   heavily   on  
understanding   of   the   literature   studied   as   the   majority   of   your   course   grades  
as   well   as   comparisons   between   literature   throughout   the   year.  
      It   is   recommended   that   students   have   their   own   copies   of   the   assigned  
literature.    However,   the   school   textbook   room   has   copies   of   the   works   if   this  
is   not   possible.  
 
E-BOOKS  
      If   you   have   a   work   of   literature   in   e-book   form   on   your   laptop,   make   sure  
that   you   let   the   teacher   know.   
 
SOCRATIC   QUESTIONING-   When   we   are   all   face   to   face   or   I   figure   out   a  
good   electronic   means   for   accomplishing   this.  
      Critical   thinking   is   developed   through   Socratic   questioning.    Students   are  
expected   to   respond   to   questions   to   the   best   of   their   abilities.    Completing  
the   required   readings   on   time   is   essential   to   have   the   background   to   answer  
most   of   the   questions   asked.  
 
MATERIALS  
          Laptop,   pens   (blue   or   black   ink),   paper,   and   a   binder   in   which   you   can  
keep   your   daily   work,   assignments,   and   notes   organized.   We   will   discuss   this  
as   the   year   progresses.Pens   (blue   or   black   ink),   paper,   and   a   binder   in   which  
you   can   keep   your   daily   work,   assignments,   and   notes   organized.    
 
HOMEWORK  
      All   literature   will   be   completed   outside   of   class   except   where   noted.    Due  
dates   for   literature   are   given   well   in   advance   to   encourage   time  
management.    Your   notebook   is   one   of   the   most   important   study   tools,   so  
keep   it   up-to-date,   organized   and   neat.  
 
STANDARDS  
● Typed   essays   and   work   until   we   all   return   to   school   and/or   until   the  

College   Board   announces   plans   for   testing.   Use   blue   or   black   ink   only   for  
in-class   essays   when   the   time   is   announced   to   do   so.  

● Neatness   counts.  
● Anything   you   do   in   the   class   should   represent   your   best   work.  
● Head   your   papers   properly   with   name,   class,   period,   and   date.  
● If   the   assignment   requires   more   than   one   sheet   of   paper,   staple   in   the  

upper   le�   corner.  
 
ASSESSMENT   CRITERIA  
      Assessment   is   based   upon   the   ability   to   support   assertions   in   writing with  
specific,   appropriate   support.    As   new   composition   skills   are   learned,  
expectations   gradually   increase,   until   the   final   assignments   are   assessed  
based   upon   the   actual   reader’s   rubrics   from   the   released   AP   exams.  

 



 

      Keep   in   mind   that,   as   this   class   is   a   learning   process,   expectations   will  
increase   with   each   unit   of   study   until   students   are   fully   prepared   to   take   the  
AP   exam   in   May   2021.    
 
 
 
 
CELL   PHONES/ELECTRONIC   DEVICES  
      The   policy   of   this   class   follows   the   rules   and   consequences   determined   by  
Orange   County   Public   Schools.    Similarly,   students   may   not   charge   their   cell  
phones   in   the   classroom.  
 
GOALS   AND   EXPECTATIONS  

● Come   to   class   prepared   to   actively   engage   in   learning  
● Show   self-motivation   in   the   learning   process  
● Cooperate   in   group   projects   and   assignments  
● Serve   as   a   positive   role   model  
● Organize   time   and   tasks   effectively  

 
CLASSROOM   MANNERS  
      When   the   teacher   is   in   the   front   of   the   classroom,   students   need   to  
understand   that   instruction   is   taking   place.    Anything   that   interrupts   that  
instruction   is   unacceptable.    Please   use   common   sense.  
● Do   not   get   up   to   throw   away   trash   during   instruction.  
● Do   not   get   up   to   sharpen   your   pencil   during   instruction.  
● Do   not   start   a   side   conversation   with   your   classmates   while   the   teacher  

is   answering   another   student’s   questions.  
● Do   not   ask   random,   unrelated   questions   during   instruction.  
● Do   not   get   up   and   move   around   the   room   or   leave   the   room   during  

instruction.  
 
FOOD   AND   DRINK   IN   CLASS  
      No   food   is   allowed   to   be   consumed   in   class   at   any   time.    Students   may  
have   bottled   water,   however.  
 
WORK   FOR   OTHER   CLASSES  
      Everything   we   do   in   class   has   an   educational   purpose.    Students   should  
not   be   doing   homework   for   another   class   during   the   instructional   time   in  
this   class.    Students   should   also   not   ask   to   be   excused   from   this   class   to   go  
complete   work   in   another   class.    We   will   never   ask   you   to   miss   another   class  
to   do   work   in   this   one,   and   expect   the   same   respect   in   return.  
 
TARDIES  
      As   per   school   policy,   tardiness   is   not   tolerated   at   Olympia   High   School  
and   tardies   will   be   dealt   with   according   to   the   published   discipline  
guidelines.  
 

 



 

ATTENDANCE   AND   MAKE-UP   WORK  
      You   will   be   responsible   for   obtaining   and   completing   all   assignments   and  
information   which   you   miss   due   to   an   absence.    Attendance   every   day   is  
vital   for   your   growth   and   progress   as   a   learner.    Limit   all   absences   to  
necessary   and   legitimate   reasons.    When   you   are   absent   it   is   your  
responsibility   to   get   your   assignments.    
      If   you   know   you   will   be   absent,   we   need   to   discuss   the   assignments   you  
will   miss   and   make   arrangements.    If   you   are   going   to   be   out   for   an   extended  
time,   you   will   want   to   call   guidance   and   request   homework.    It   is   your  
responsibility   to   pick   up   the   assignments.    In-class   assignments   will   be   made  
up   when   you   return.  
   
   Students   will   be   given   class   time   at   the   earliest   reasonable   opportunity   to  
make   up   any   missed   in-class   assignments.    All   missing   work   is   required   to   be  
made   up   at   the   earliest   available   opportunity   offered   by   the   instructor.  
Work   that   has   not   been   completed   within   a   reasonable   time   frame   a�er   a  
student’s   return   will   be   given   a   zero.  
 
PASSES  
      Passes   are   very   rarely   given.   The   first   10   minutes   of   class   and   the   last   10  
minutes   of   class   are   the   "freeze"   period.    During   these   times,   no   passes   will  
be   issued   under   any   non-emergency   circumstances.  
 

LaunchEd@Home   Specific   Policies:  

Daily   Attendance    -   Daily   attendance   will   be   taken   via   the   web   conference   at   the  
beginning   of   class.   Students   are   expected   to   sign   in   on   time   as   if   they   are  
attending   class   in   person.   

Due   Dates   -    Due   dates   are   set   for   a   physical   schedule,   meaning   things   are   “due”  
at   the   end   of   class   on   the   day   it   is   due.   

Web   Conferencing    -   It   is   expected   that   students   have   their   video   activated  
during   web   conferencing   and   that   they   are   dressed   appropriately   for   school   as   if  
they   were   attending   face-to-face.   Recording   by   students   is   not   permitted.  
Students   need   to   attend   class   digitally,   as   lectures   will   not   be   recorded.   

Daily   Procedure-    At   the   beginning   of   our   scheduled   class,   sign   in   to   our   Canvas  
Course,   and   access   the   conference   for   the   day.   Make   sure   your   video   is   enabled  
and   your   display   name   is   at   least   your   first   initial   and   last   name   for   the   first   two  
weeks   of   class.   If   you   have   another   name   that   you   go   by,   let   me   know   so   I   can  
adjust   my   personal   roster.   If   you   have   a   question,   use   the   “raise   your   hand”  
option   in   the   conference,   or   type   it   into   the   chat   and   I   will   address   it   when   I   can.  

During   class   discussion   or   lecture,   be   prepared   to   be   called   on   as   if   you   were  

 



 

sitting   in   class.   Make   sure   your   video   is   enabled,   and   I   will   unmute   microphones  
when   asking   you   a   question.   If   you   have   a   question,   use   the   “raise   your   hand”  
option   or   type   it   into   the   chat.   In   the   event   of   a   microphone   issue,   you   can   use  
the   chat   function   to   answer   questions   and   I   will   provide   you   with   some   time   to  
do   so.  

During   independent   work,   you   may   stop   sharing   video   but   must   keep   the  
conference   active   unless   told   otherwise   as   I   may   draw   the   class   back   to   the   main  
group   discussion   or   to   share.   If   I   do   so,   I   will   give   students   a   few   minutes  
warning   that   it   is   going   to   happen   so   students   at   home   can   reactivate   their   video.  

Content    -   All   chat   conversations,   video   conversations,   shared   screens,  
presentations,   etc,   should   be   focused   and   school   appropriate.   Students   at   home  
are   held   to   the   same   standards   of   civility   and   engagement   as   students   on  
campus.   Remember   that   everything   you   do   on   a   school   computer   or   using   your  
school   accounts   (like   google,   even   in   google   hangouts)   is   subject   to   observation  
and   monitoring   by   the   school   and   district.   These   are   not   private   accounts   or  
private   equipment   and   should   be   used   solely   for   educational   purposes.  

In   the   Case   of   a   Shutdown   -   these   policies   and   procedures   will   count   for   ALL  
students.    (Adapted   from   the   work   of   Amanda   Russo.)   

CONTACTING   THE   INSTRUCTOR  
Parm   –   donald.parm@ocps.net  
 
Should   you   wish   to   schedule   a   parent   conference   an   appointment   can   be  
arranged   through   the   guidance   department.  
 
ACKNOWLEDGING   THE   SYLLABUS  
 
By   marking   the   assignment   as   DONE   you   are   acknowledging:   

● You   have   read   and   discussed   the   syllabus   for   the   AP   English   Literature  
and   Composition   class   with   your   parent   or   guardian   and   understand  
its   contents.   

● As   a   college   preparatory   course,   readings   and   class   discussions   will  
cover   a   variety   of   thoughts,   beliefs,   and   philosophies   which   may   be  
illustrated   through   mature   content   and   subject   matter.“In   an   ongoing  
effort   to   recognize   the   widening   cultural   horizons   of   literary   works  
written   in   English,   the   AP   English   Development   Committee   will  
consider   and   include   diverse   authors   in   the   representative   reading  
lists.    Issues   that   might,   from   a   specific   cultural   viewpoint,   be  
considered   controversial,   including   references   to   ethnicities,  
nationalities,   religions,   races,   dialects,   gender,   or   class,   are   of   o�en  
represented   artistically   in   works   of   literature.    The   Development  
Committee   is   committed   to   careful   review   of   such   potentially  
controversial   material.    Still,   recognizing   the   universal   value   of   literary  

 



 

art   that   probes   difficult   and   harsh   life   experiences   and   so   deepens  
understanding,   the   committee   emphasizes   that   fair   representation   of  
issues   and   peoples   may   occasionally   include   controversial   material.”  
(College   Board   Course   Overview).     You   understand   that   if   for   any  
reason   you   and/or   your   parent   find   the   literary   work   objectionable  
due   to   its   content   you   may   contact   the   teacher   and   an   alternative   work  
will   be   assigned.   

● You   understand   that   this   course   is   required   for   graduation   and,   as  
such,   needs   to   be   given   priority   in   the   your   daily   routine.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Syllabus  
A.P.   Seminar   

Mr.   Parm  
 
COURSE   DESCRIPTION  
     AP   Seminar   is   a   foundational   course   that   engages   students   in  
cross-curricular   conversations   that   explore   the   complexities   of   academic  
and   real-world   topics   and   issues   by   analyzing   divergent   perspectives.   Using  
an   inquiry   framework,   students   practice   reading   and   analyzing   articles,  
research   studies,   and   foundational,   literary,   and   philosophical   texts;   listening  
to   and   viewing   speeches,   broadcasts,   and   personal   accounts;   and  
experiencing   artistic   works   and   performances.   Students   learn   to   synthesize  
information   from   multiple   sources,   develop   their   own   perspectives   in  
written   essays,   and   design   and   deliver   oral   and   visual   presentations,   both  
individually   and   as   part   of   a   team.   Ultimately,   the   course   aims   to   equip  
students   with   the   power   to   analyze   and   evaluate   information   with   accuracy  
and   precision   in   order   to   cra�   and   communicate   evidence-based   arguments.  
(College   Board   Course   Description).   
 
GRADING  
      The   point   system   is   used   in   this   class.    These   points   are   accumulated   and  
changed   into   a   percentage.    From   this   percentage   a   letter   grade   is   given  
based   upon   the   Orange   County   scale:  

 
A   =   90-100%  
B   =   80-89%  
C   =   70-79%  
D   =   60-69%  
F   =    0-59%  

 
      This   course   is   designed   for   students   to   succeed.    You   are   learning   a  
process   over   the   course   of   the   year,   and   it   is   the   end   result   that   is   more  
important   than   the   pace   at   which   you   arrive.    You   will   be   taught   in   a  
step-by-step   process   that   will   make   mastery   of   the   subject   very   achievable   if  
you   constantly   strive   to   improve.    Students   who   attend   regularly,   complete  
all   their   reading,   and   make   the   adjustments   to   their   work   as   recommended  
by   the   instructor   will   do   very   well   in   this   class.  
      AP   Seminar   relies   heavily   on   the   fundamentals   of   argumentation,  
collaborative   work,   presentation   skills,   and   other   attributes   for   successful  

 



 

completion,   and   thus   the   reading,   viewing,    and   analysis   of   past   AP   Seminar  
exams   will   be   a   focal   point   for   the   class.    Primary   units   include:   Superheroes,  
Justice,   College,   and   the   components   of   the   exam.  
 
 
 
 
SOCRATIC   QUESTIONING-   When   we   are   all   face   to   face   or   I   figure   out   a  
good   electronic   means   for   accomplishing   this.  
      Critical   thinking   is   developed   through   Socratic   questioning.    Students   are  
expected   to   respond   to   questions   to   the   best   of   their   abilities.    Completing  
the   required   readings   on   time   is   essential   to   have   the   background   to   answer  
most   of   the   questions   asked.  
 
MATERIALS  
      Your   laptop,   pencils,   pens   (blue   or   black   ink),   paper,   and   a   binder   in  
which   you   can   keep   your   daily   work,   assignments,   and   notes   organized.    
 
HOMEWORK  
      Homework   requirements   vary   according   to   the   unit   being   taught.    You  
may   have   written   assignments   that   you   may   need   to   complete   at   home.    
 
STANDARDS  
● Typed   essays   and   work   until   we   all   return   to   school   and/or   until   the  

College   Board   announces   plans   for   testing.   Use   blue   or   black   ink   only   for  
in-class   essays   when   the   time   is   announced   to   do   so.  

● Neatness   counts.  
● Anything   you   do   in   the   class   should   represent   your   best   work.  
● Head   your   papers   properly   with   name,   class,   period,   and   date.  
● If   the   assignment   requires   more   than   one   sheet   of   paper,   staple   in   the  

upper   le�   corner.  
 
WORK   FOR   OTHER   CLASSES  
      Everything   we   do   in   class   has   an   educational   purpose.    Students   should  
not   be   doing   homework   for   another   class   during   the   instructional   time   in  
this   class.    Students   should   also   not   ask   to   be   excused   from   this   class   to   go  
complete   work   in   another   class.   
 
 
ASSESSMENT   CRITERIA  
      Assessment   is   based   upon   the   ability   to   support   assertions   in   writing and  
orally   with   specific,   appropriate   support.    As   new   skills   are   learned,  
expectations   gradually   increase,   until   the   final   assignments   are   assessed  
based   upon   the   actual   reader’s   rubrics   from   the   AP   exams.  
      Keep   in   mind   that,   as   this   class   is   a   learning   process,   expectations   will  
increase   with   each   unit   of   study   until   students   are   fully   prepared   to  
complete   all   components   of   the   Seminar   Exam   and   take   the   AP   exam   in  

 



 

May   2021.   
 
 
CELL   PHONES/ELECTRONIC   DEVICES  
      The   policy   of   this   class   follows   the   rules   and   consequences   determined   by  
Orange   County   Public   Schools.    Similarly,   students   may   not   charge   their   cell  
phones   in   the   classroom.    
 
 
GOALS   AND   EXPECTATIONS  

● Come   to   class   prepared   to   actively   engage   in   learning  
● Show   self-motivation   in   the   learning   process  
● Cooperate   in   group   projects   and   assignments  
● Serve   as   a   positive   role   model  
● Organize   time   and   tasks   effectively  

 
CLASSROOM   MANNERS  
      This   course   requires   students   to   respect   and   listen   to   each   others   ideas   as  
well   as   being   able   to   accept   helpful   criticism   from   the   instructor   and   your  
peers.   With   this   in   mind,   we   must   all   treat   one   another   with   kindness   and  
respect  
● Do   not   get   up   to   throw   away   trash   during   discussions.  
● Do   not   get   up   to   sharpen   your   pencil   during   discussions.  
● Do   not   start   a   side   conversation   with   your   classmates   while   the   class   is  

discussing.  
● Do   not   ask   random,   unrelated   questions   during   discussions.  
● Do   not   get   up   and   move   around   the   room   or   leave   the   room   during  

discussion.  
 
FOOD   AND   DRINK   IN   CLASS  
      No   food   is   allowed   to   be   consumed   in   class   at   any   time.    Students   may  
have   bottled   water,   however.  
 
TARDIES  
      As   per   school   policy,   tardiness   is   not   tolerated   at   Olympia   High   School  
and   tardies   will   be   dealt   with   according   to   the   published   discipline  
guidelines.  
 
 
ATTENDANCE   AND   MAKE-UP   WORK  
      You   will   be   responsible   for   obtaining   and   completing   all   assignments   and  
information   which   you   miss   due   to   an   absence.    Attendance   every   day   is  
vital   for   your   growth   and   progress   as   a   learner.    Limit   all   absences   to  
necessary   and   legitimate   reasons.    When   you   are   absent   it   is   your  
responsibility   to   get   your   assignments.    
      If   you   know   you   will   be   absent,   we   need   to   discuss   the   assignments   you  
will   miss   and   make   arrangements.    If   you   are   going   to   be   out   for   an   extended  

 



 

time,   you   will   want   to   call   guidance   and   request   homework.    It   is   your  
responsibility   to   pick   up   the   assignments.   
      All   missing   work   is   required   to   be   made   up   at   the   earliest   available  
opportunity   offered   by   the   instructor.    Work   that   has   not   been   completed  
within   a   reasonable   time   frame   a�er   a   student’s   return   will   be   given   a   zero.  
 
 
PASSES  
      Passes   are   very   rarely   given.   The   first   10   minutes   of   class   and   the   last   10  
minutes   of   class   are   the   "freeze"   period.    During   these   times,   no   passes   will  
be   issued   under   any   non-emergency   circumstances.  
 
 
PLAGIARISM   
      Participating   teachers   shall   inform   students   of   the   consequences   of  
plagiarism   and   instruct   students   to   ethically   use   and   acknowledge   the   ideas  
and   work   of   others   throughout   their   course   work.   
      The   student’s   individual   voice   should   be   clearly   evident,   and   the   ideas   of  
others   must   be   acknowledged,   attributed,   and/or   cited.   A   student   who   fails   to  
acknowledge   the   source   or   author   of   any   and   all   information   or   evidence  
taken   from   the   work   of   someone   else   through   citation,   attribution   or  
reference   in   the   body   of   the   work,   or   through   a   bibliographic   entry,   will  
receive   a   score   of   0   on   that   particular   component   of   the   AP   Seminar   and/or  
AP   Research   Performance   Task.   In   AP   Seminar,   a   team   of   students   that   fails  
to   properly   acknowledge   sources   or   authors   on   the   Team   Multimedia  
Presentation   will   receive   a   group   score   of   0   for   that   component   of   the   Team  
Project   and   Presentation.   
      A   student   who   incorporates   falsified   or   fabricated   information   (e.g.  
evidence,   data,   sources,   and/or   authors)   will   receive   a   score   of   0   on   that  
particular   component   of   the   AP   Seminar   and/or   AP   Research   Performance  
Task.   In   AP   Seminar,   a   team   of   students   that   incorporates   falsified   or  
fabricated   information   in   the   Team   Multimedia   Presentation   will   receive   a  
group   score   of   0   for   that   component   of   the   Team   Project   and   Presentation  
(College   Board   Course   Description).  
 

LaunchEd@Home   Specific   Policies:  

Daily   Attendance    -   Daily   attendance   will   be   taken   via   the   web   conference   at   the  
beginning   of   class.   Students   are   expected   to   sign   in   on   time   as   if   they   are  
attending   class   in   person.   

Due   Dates   -    Due   dates   are   set   for   a   physical   schedule,   meaning   things   are   “due”  
at   the   end   of   class   on   the   day   it   is   due.   

Web   Conferencing    -   It   is   expected   that   students   have   their   video   activated  

 



 

during   web   conferencing   and   that   they   are   dressed   appropriately   for   school   as   if  
they   were   attending   face-to-face.   Recording   by   students   is   not   permitted.  
Students   need   to   attend   class   digitally,   as   lectures   will   not   be   recorded.   

Daily   Procedure-    At   the   beginning   of   our   scheduled   class,   sign   in   to   our   Canvas  
Course,   and   access   the   conference   for   the   day.   Make   sure   your   video   is   enabled  
and   your   display   name   is   at   least   your   first   initial   and   last   name   for   the   first   two  
weeks   of   class.   If   you   have   another   name   that   you   go   by,   let   me   know   so   I   can  
adjust   my   personal   roster.   If   you   have   a   question,   use   the   “raise   your   hand”  
option   in   the   conference,   or   type   it   into   the   chat   and   I   will   address   it   when   I   can.  

During   class   discussion   or   lecture,   be   prepared   to   be   called   on   as   if   you   were  
sitting   in   class.   Make   sure   your   video   is   enabled,   and   I   will   unmute   microphones  
when   asking   you   a   question.   If   you   have   a   question,   use   the   “raise   your   hand”  
option   or   type   it   into   the   chat.   In   the   event   of   a   microphone   issue,   you   can   use  
the   chat   function   to   answer   questions   and   I   will   provide   you   with   some   time   to  
do   so.  

During   independent   work,   you   may   stop   sharing   video   but   must   keep   the  
conference   active   unless   told   otherwise   as   I   may   draw   the   class   back   to   the   main  
group   discussion   or   to   share.   If   I   do   so,   I   will   give   students   a   few   minutes  
warning   that   it   is   going   to   happen   so   students   at   home   can   reactivate   their   video.  

Content    -   All   chat   conversations,   video   conversations,   shared   screens,  
presentations,   etc,   should   be   focused   and   school   appropriate.   Students   at   home  
are   held   to   the   same   standards   of   civility   and   engagement   as   students   on  
campus.   Remember   that   everything   you   do   on   a   school   computer   or   using   your  
school   accounts   (like   google,   even   in   google   hangouts)   is   subject   to   observation  
and   monitoring   by   the   school   and   district.   These   are   not   private   accounts   or  
private   equipment   and   should   be   used   solely   for   educational   purposes.  

In   the   Case   of   a   Shutdown   -   these   policies   and   procedures   will   count   for   ALL  
students.    (Adapted   from   the   work   of   Amanda   Russo.)  

 
CONTACTING   THE   INSTRUCTOR  
Parm   –   donald.parm@ocps.net  
 
Should   you   wish   to   schedule   a   parent   conference   an   appointment   can   be  
arranged   through   the   guidance   department.  
 
ACKNOWLEDGING   THE   SYLLABUS  
 
By   marking   the   assignment   as   DONE   you   are   acknowledging:   

● You   have   read   and   discussed   the   syllabus   for   the   AP   Seminar   class  
with   your   parent   or   guardian   and   understand   its   contents.   

 



 

● As   a   college   preparatory   course,   readings   and   class   discussions   will  
cover   a   variety   of   thoughts,   beliefs,   and   philosophies   which   may   be  
illustrated   through   mature   content   and   subject   matter .    You  
understand   that   if   for   any   reason   you   and/or   your   parent   find   the  
work   objectionable   due   to   its   content    you   may   contact   the   teacher  
and   an   alternative   work   will   be   assigned.   

 

 


